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A quick and easy introduction to the German language.My kid picked it up and started reviewing it

on her own which says volumes about the accessibility and presentation of the materials. Not only

are the words defined but there is a brief sentence included which demostrates the grammatical

usage of the word.The only real shortcoming is the lack of a pronunciation key. The failure to

include this important aspect of language training is the reason I gave this product review 3

stars.Overall this is a good beginner book for identifying the basic written German translations of

many common everyday items. Those looking for more advanced help in the area of speech,

pronunciation and diction should definitely look elsewhere.



I love this book as an adult German student. I pick up new words and review my grammatical

understanding through simple sentence. It also takes away the intimidation of serious learning. I

know it is silly, but it gives me a fuzzy feeling looking at the picture as is I am reading a bed time

story to a little child.

Jerry's wife Faith:I like this book because it has both the German and the English. Basically, it

presents a German word (with English just below) and a sentence using the word in German (with

the English below). Also, there's a cute little picture that goes with each word (in most cases). The

words that don't have pictures refer to a picture page (like a clothing store) where a bunch of items

(such as different articles of clothing) are labeled.But, my son is 3.5 yrs old and i think he likes a

story. Still, i try to read this book regularly and i can get him to come over to look at the animals in

the pictures. It helps my review of German, too. I highly recommend this book for anyone who has

rudimentary German.

This is such a wonderful learning tool! My niece isn't at the word stage, but it is helpful for her Dad

who doesn't know German--they can learn together!Gives you basic first learning works and their

German counter part!

As a native speaker I like the phrases they included to explain some of the words. I'd have loved to

see more of those informative theme-pages. Pronounciation guide is missing though. All over a

good, average dictionary.

I bought this sweet book for my toddler but when we received the bock I was a lil bummed. Its more

for kindergarten- age..the images are just to small for toddlers to understand the meaning of the

words. Still a great book tho, we'll just keep it till its the right time for my little one.

Bought this as a gift, the book came in mint condition. The book has very cute colorful illustrations,

and includes each word in a sentence. Excellent for someone wanting to brush up on German, or

teach their young one German!
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